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About This Content

The awesome studio-recorded EP composed and produced by Dave Sunerton-Burl for Revenge of the Titans! Contains full-
length studio recordings of six tracks featured in Revenge of the Titans, including the awesome fret-noodling guitar solo in

Bach's Toccata and Fugue in D Minor.

Help support starving indie musicians and grab yourself the full length soundtrack to Revenge of the Titans today!
Songs will be placed in your Revenge of the Titans folder in the Steam Directory: ...Steam\steamapps\common\revenge

of the titans\
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This game is as fun as it looks.. Classic, danmaku with borderline unfair difficulty and cute anime girls. Just how I like it. This
is possibly even more challenging than touhou, as the hitbox is larger and the field of view is much smaller.. A well thought out
and welcome DLC. I love the new Titan Hulls. They are massive! The dynamic turret system is great too. It makes the ships feel
more intelligent. If you enjoy SD2 this is well worth the purchase.. \u2764 Audience \u2764
\u2611 Beginner
\u2610 Casual Gamer
\u2610 Normal Gamer
\u2610 Expert

\u263c Graphics \u263c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u266c Music \u266c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2620 Difficulty \u2620
\u2611 Easy
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Unfair

\u00a7 Bugs \u00a7
\u2610 Bugs destroy the game
\u2610 Lots of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing encountered

\u262f Story \u262f
\u2611 There is none
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2694 Gameplay \u2694
\u2610 Frustrating
\u2610 Sleepy
\u2610 Boring
\u2611 Fun
\u2610 Challenging

\u06de Game time \/ Length \u06de
\u2611 Really short (0 - 3 hours)
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\u2610 Short (4 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
\u2610 Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
\u2610 Very Long (61-100 hours)
\u2610 Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price \/ Quality $
\u2611 Full price
\u2611 Wait for Sale
\u2610 Don't buy
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Free. Master Levels for Doom II is a pack of fan-made levels handpicked by id Software and put together for sale as an
official product. As the name would suggest, these levels are intended for those who are already familiar with Doom II. I’ve also
already reviewed Doom II and its predecessor so if you want more information on those basics then go check those out. If you’re
still here, let’s talk about this one, shall we? Note that this is based on the Steam version of the game which runs through the
program DOSBox. And additional thing to note is that I played the game with a controller using an extrernal program to map
key presses to button presses. This means I can’t speak much for the control beyond how responsive it is to key presses rather
than the layout and whatnot. Alright, let’s hit it!

So this pack contains 20 levels made by the community that you select from what I can only assume is the original menu you’d
see in the DOS game. It’s in alphabetical order and levels must be played one at a time as completely separate affairs. These
levels all pretty much play like your typical level of Doom II. You run around finding weapons, shooting demons, collecting
keys, and looking for secrets. The difference is that these levels are a bit more difficult. Some of it is in enemy placement.
Some of it is in enemy numbers. And some of it lies in the secrets you might just NEED to make it out alive. It has some tricks
and traps thrown in as well to force players into more hectic situations. Sometimes you’ll be locked into arenas with groups of
enemies. Other times the enemies will be teleporting around the room with invisible warp points that constantly change their
position. There’s even some architecture you may not have thought possible in Doom II. It’s designed to challenge those who
have played Doom II to the point of near-boredom.

This pack definitely delivers on that. It is pretty tough, but still balanced for the different difficulty levels. So even if you’ve
only mastered a certain level of difficulty in Doom II, you can jump into Master Levels for Doom II on that same difficulty and
feel like the difficulty curves yet doesn’t spike. I very much appreciated this as a wimp that always plays on the easiest setting. I
also really liked the way the game surprised me with it’s tricks and traps. I didn’t really know some of these things were possible
so being assaulted out of nowhere with them certainly kept me on my toes and learning new ways of surviving. Also, one of the
levels here has this elevator in the middle with a bunch of different floors to explore. The engine can’t do rooms over rooms but
it still managed to make the level feel very vertical and large despite the limitations. It was pretty cool. And hell, it plays like
Doom II! What’s not to like?

I’ll tell you what. The presentation. The Steam version of this game has had no improvements made to it. There’s not some nice
menu to launch the levels or even to play them in the format of one big episode. There’s no controller support or modern
resolution options or anything. It’s just the game and a version of DOSBox… which doesn’t even work. Maybe that’s not the
case for everyone, and it’s an easy enough fix, but for me to have to do and delete this version of DOSBox and then replace it
with a functioning version in the file folders is definitely not the kind of thing the user should be expected to do in a Doom
game. It’s a franchise as big as Doom and somehow this isn’t fixed by now? Really? I also believe one of the levels I loaded was
a repeat later on with a different name. So either that’s some kind of glitch here on my end or this pack just has some explaining
to do.

So I would definitely recommend this pack. It’s great if you like Doom and Doom II and want more of that action with new
levels. It’s only available in the Doom Classic Complete package which includes the first two games and Final Doom. On the
one hand, it makes sense because there’s maybe not enough in this pack to sell it on its own merits. It’s more likely to get people
to splurge for the bigger pack, which I think is still a bargain if you like Doom. That’s kind of the problem with it, though. If
you already have Doom, Doom II, and/or Final Doom then you’ll be buying them over again just to get this. It’s not worth 15
bucks on its own, but if you don’t own one of the other games in the bundle then I think it’d still be worth your while. The other
problem with it is that, if you’re NOT already a Doom fan then it might feel like an extra gamble for you to buy this whole pack.
So it’s frustrating, but it CAN be worth it in this context if your circumstances are just right. The pack itself is solid. It’s maybe
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not the best thing to happen to Doom, but it’s hard not to recommend more Doom action to those that want it. Speaking of this
pack, I’ve never actually played Final Doom either… yet.
https://youtu.be/NXf5sa98gjA. If you are looking for an SNES like platformer experience, this is it.
It's worth every penny!
The music is great, so is the level design.
The pixel art is simple yet colorful, and a major plus is the
controller support!
This is the Super Mario of Steam!. Disclaimer: I know the developer

This is a great game that manages to be both funny and touching in a short amount of time. Recommended for everyone who
doesn't just judge games by hours of gameplay\/dollar!
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A heart-breakingly beautiful game.. Bought the game on release to try something new. Not normally a hack n' slash player, and
still not a good one, but I found fun in this game. The game rewards players for dungeons that they complete, with each
succeeding one being harder that the last. Combat is typical of the genre, and very straight forward, but there are some special
attacks movement abilities that make it unique to itself. The bosses are unique and fun to play against, albeit a bit simple. The
randomness of the layout of the dungeons as well as the weapons and possible enchantments make each run unique, although I
still have my favorite items and weapons to use. The rewards come in the form of chests which contain armor, weapon
enchantments, armor dyes, or weapons which are given to the player as rewards for defeating a boss at the end of a dungeon,
and are purchasable in game from a merchant with ingame currency. (Hooray! No microtransactions) The story is present
throughout the dungeon runs, but this is not a story centric game where each interaction will impact or progress plot. The game
is not very long, but has a lot of replayability and will require more than a few runs to unlock everything the game has to offer to
the player.

The graphics are simple and unique and a bit stylized. They make it feel like like you're playing a comic book, and add to the
light nature of the game. The music that is always silently humming in the background also keeps the game relaxing while still
setting the mood properly for the dungeon or boss fight that you are in.

Overall a fun that I enjoyed playing, and plan on continuing to play. Perfect game to unwind with. I would reccommend picking
it up and having a good time as you slash your way through mobs and bosses alike.. Signal prompts are very loud. Turn down the
volume, please!. won't play on my computer. Sucks. Sadly, this was not a the most pleasant rpg-maker Title to play.

But I truly like to play this sort of games and so I would like to give some advise about what I feel might improve this or any
future titles:

Even though the developer tried to... lets say "fill" the screen with stuff, the world still feels empty. This is not due to missing
npc or critter,
but more of a matter of having a short dialog when talking to a bookcase or something. This is always fun, what kind of books
might be in there?
what else can you find? I always enjoy finding stuff hidden somewhere, which this game has, but you tend to just stop clicking
random stuff when
there is just no dialong, no extra information or no items. Just little pieces of information would improve this experience
greatly.

Moreover, about filling the screen, most screens tend to be labyrinths. You run through labyrinth after labyrinth in which you
would have to backtrack
more than once if you wanted to get everything. Which is not very rewarding, even though there are dozens of chests. The
problem here lies with the
Loot. Its mostly just an item that every mob on the floor could also drop. It is not worth going there, so you want to skip it...
BUT sometimes you
get a very useful piece of equipment or unique skills for a character. Which is nice, still, I wish there were a lot less chests.

A similar problem with filling the screen is that most houses look identical. They are build with the same tiles over and over.
This gets boring pretty
fast and if a building has a door, at least a short dialog with "The door is locked!" or something similar would be nice. Also,
there are some slight issues
with tiles that should be marked as walkable areas, even if just for the player's comfort.

Additionally, some NPC outright ignore borders and start to walk out of reach. Or there are critter that block a path just because
you cannot run through them.

Another thing thats bugging me is the lack of details. If I travel through the desert with two vampires that are not fond of
sunlight I expect them to nag me, or
that you have to find some sun resistant clothes for them... Everything would be better than just outright ingoring that they
should have a problem with all that
sunlight. Also, who thought it is a good idea to add a bossfight against 6 enemies and all of them are able to cast a mass paralysis
spell? Aoe ftw.
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But in the end, I was able to get 10 hours out of this title, so I guess it was quite Ok. Lets see what changed in the second game..
I played this game.

I played the whole thing.

A person spent $2 in order to have me stream myself playing this game.

Every single line of text in this game revealed that this game is just incredibly incredibly sad. This game's writing is the saddest,
most depressing, most pathetic, most cringeworthy scum I've read in a while. Everything about the game comes across as almost,
but not quite, being something entirely unlike satire, and it is a perfect encapsulation of Poe's Law. I cannot tell if the game is
meant to be a satire of romantic visual novels because everything the game does comes across as so sincere that whatever level
of irony they may have been operating on has disappeared. If the game isn't a joke, then it is a creepy, terrible game about a
horrid protagonist (or as the page description says at this moment in time, "protgonist") who is thoroughly unlikable and spends
all of his time being as much of a creeper as possible. If the game IS a joke, then it does a terrible job with its joke because its
joke is essentially just doing the same exact things it'd be doing if it was being earnest, except maybe with the added "haha just
joking, just pretending!!" as if it makes the entire game any better.

In summary:

The main character wants to bang his game console. Also, he's a terrible person, and the game is terrible, and everything is
terrible, the dev made a bad game and they should feel bad for making a bad game. Probably the best VR Cricket game on
Steam. All the modes you would want are there! Runs nicely and the realism feels very good.. Nice, atmospheric add-on for
sure. If you buy it in the TS2016 edition, or otherwise get the Gas Turbine, you get 15 extra scenarios.

However, there are quite frequent issues with the scenarios, cars and locos included with this pack (there is a thread or two
every week on the forums). Trains get separated, the brakes get stuck, timings are off, switches set wrong or just an emergency
penalty while rolling with released brakes. It's really hard to enjoy the otherwise cool six-pack of scenarios when it is so shaken
and full of bugs.

If you decide to play this - save often.. For those who enjoy games like Touhou project and are familiar with bullet hells, I
would recommend this game. It's overall a fun game, with challenging difficulty. Charaters are bit bland, the backgrounds
should have some touch ups, and the English translation isn't perfect. However, the music is wonderful, and I love how barrages
go to the beat of the music; especially in the 2nd stage where the music speeds up and down which is very fun to play. Another
intresting thing is when it would change from a vertial shooter to a top down shooter.

Overall, I think the game needs some polishing along with some more characters to play as. I think the game could probably be a
bit cheaper since it's a rather short game, but $10 isn't bad.

Hope to see more games like this in the future!. Well, that is how a DLC System should work.
A good amount of cars and a new track for a reasonable price.
In iRacing you pay more for a single car ...

This game gets better and better.

Already love the M4.
Will edit review after further investigation.
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